CMT-SBT100

Micro Music System w/Bluetooth® NFC

Listen to your music wirelessly using Bluetooth® with one-touch NFC and accessorize the room with a full featured, compact AM/FM/CD music system.

**Bullets**
- Powerful, dynamic sound with classic design
- Bluetooth® audio streaming with AAC and apt-X® support
- Convenient One-touch listening with NFC
- Single disc CD player with motorized loading tray
- Front USB input for content playback and charging
- 50 Watts RMS total power w/ 2-way, bass reflex speakers
- AM/FM Radio with 30 station presets (20 FM / 10 AM)
- Clock with separate sleep and play timers
- Selectable Bass Boost and adjustable Bass/Treble
- Rear auxiliary inputs for use with other devices
- Wireless remote included

**Features**

**Contemporary design**
Exceptional quality in an easy-to-use, compact contemporary design that fits beautifully just about anywhere in your home. The built-in power can easily fill a bedroom, kitchen or office space with great sound.

**Stream your music wirelessly³**
Enjoy convenient Bluetooth® connectivity with compatible devices and stream audio without wires. Near Field Communications (NFC) One-touch connect takes Bluetooth connectivity to the next level by allowing users to simply align their enabled devices and tap them together to pair and activate the connection.

**Maximize your music**
Built-in AAC and apt-X® codec support avoids signal quality loss when streaming music wirelessly.

**One touch listening with NFC**
Enjoy simplified Bluetooth® connectivity with Near Field Communications (NFC) technology. Align and touch NFC logos to: power the speaker on, activate Bluetooth®, pair devices, and stream music. When done, align and touch the NFC logos to disconnect.

**Enjoy convenient CD playback¹**
Play your favorite CDs or your personally recorded CD-R and CD-RW discs using the integrated motorized, slot loaded CD player. You can even play MP3 files that have been recorded to CD-R/RW discs.

**USB connectivity is covered²**
The convenient front USB input can be used to connect, control and charge a wide range of audio devices like smartphones and tablets thanks to the 2.1 amp charging capabilities. You can play MP3/WMA/AAC audio files stored on USB devices.

**Compact and powerful**
The compact CMT-SBT100 packs 50 watts RMS total power thanks to the S-Master® amplifier circuitry to drive the dual 2-way bass reflex speakers.

**Built-in AM/FM tuner**
Use the integrated AM/FM tuner to receive local broadcast signals with the included antenna plugged into the rear panel.

**LCD display with clock**
The LCD display shows source playback information, volume level, sound settings and clock time. You can even select from 2 built-in timer functions using the sleep or playback duration timers.

**Bass boost with sound settings**
Increase low-end bass response by engaging the BASS BOOST feature directly from the wireless remote for richer, fuller sound. Bass and treble settings are also adjustable from the wireless remote.

**Rear aux input**
Uses the rear panel mounted 1/8” stereo input connections to playback external audio equipment like MP3 players, tablets or smartphones and hear the sound through the audio system.

**In the box**

This unit is ready to enjoy right out of the box. An AM/FM antenna is included to ensure broadcast signals come in clear and it even comes with a convenient wireless remote.

1. Playback may not be compatible with all files, depending on recording conditions.
3. Interoperability and compatibility among Bluetooth® devices vary.
4. Requires cable, sold separately.
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